ABSTRACT. The duals of the Camillo-Zelmanowitz formulas for Goldie dimension are shown to hold for Varadarajan's notion of corank, subject to the existence of certain cocomplements. In particular, the formulas hold for modules over perfect rings. Also, if R is semiperfect, then the vector space dimension formulas hold for all modules over R for Goldie dimension iff they hold for corank iff R is semisimple.
The Goldie dimension of a module M, written d(M), is defined to be n if there is a direct sum of n non-zero submodules of M contained in M, but no direct sum of n + 1 submodules, or to be infinite if no such integer n exists. Camillo and Zelmanowitz have pointed out that Goldie dimension does not satisfy the familiar formulas for vector space dimension: (1) If Â is a maximal essential extension of A in M, then
d(M) + d(Â/A) = d(M/A) + d(A);
and (2) If A and B are submodules of M, / is a maximal monic extension of the identity map 1 A HB considered as a homomorphism from A to B, and D = dom /, then
d(A + B) = d(A) + d(B)-d(D) + d(DI(ADB))
Varadarajan has proposed the notion of corank as a dualization of Goldie dimension; the corank of M, written cor(M), is defined to be n if there is a [September direct product of non-zero factor modules of M that is an epimorphic image of M and no such product of n +1 factor modules, or to be infinite if no such n exists [8] . Corank is equivalent to the codimension of Reiter [6] , there defined to be n if there is a direct intersection K 1 ) Here, we demonstrate that formulas dual to those of Camillo and Zelmanowitz hold for corank, subject to the existence of the appropriate submodules, and we find necessary conditions for the existence of these submodules in terms of Fleury's notion of the supplement of a submodule [4] . (See also [5, 7, 8, 9] .) As a corollary, it follows that the submodules required to express the dualization of the first Camillo-Zelmanowitz formula exist for modules over perfect rings, and those required for the dual of the second exist for artinian modules over perfect rings. Finally, we show that if JR is semiperfect, then the vector space dimension formulas hold for all modules over R for Goldie dimension iff they hold for corank iff R is semisimple. Let N be a submodule of M. A useful notion in the Goldie theory is that of a complement of N in M, that is, a submodule T of M with ND T = 0 and N+ T essential in M. A complement T can be obtained by Zorn's Lemma as being maximal with respect to NDT = 0. (For this and other results in module theory, see [1] .) Zorn's Lemma cannot be used in general to find a cocomplement of N in M, defined to be a submodule T of M with N+T = M and NC\T small in M (written NHT«M), but Reiter has shown that if cor(M)<oo ? then a cocomplement of N in M exists [6, Theorem 4.1] . A supplement of N in M is a submodule T of M minimal with respect to N+T = M, and T is said to be a supplement in M if there is a submodule N of M such that T is a supplement of N in M.
We shall need the following propositions. The first is proven by using modularity twice. In order to obtain the correction term in the second Camillo-Zelmanowitz formula, one must find a monomorphism / with domain D^A that is maximal with respect to extending l AnB :AflB^B. The map / and module D can be shown always to exist by a simple Zorn's Lemma argument. For the dual version in Theorem 7, the existence of both certain cocomplements and a pair (D, g) minimal with respect to the stated property is required; here, Zorn's Lemma is ineffective. We shall find in Proposition 10 that the existence of a minimal pair (D, g) requires that {(m + A, n + B)\m + D = g(n + B)} be a supplement in MlA©M/B.
The next two lemmas give constructions we shall need both in the proof of Theorem 7 and in our examination of conditions for the existence of the correction term. (a) R is semisimple. 
Hence (D, g)eA. It remains to be shown that (D, g) ^ (D', g') iff S c S', where S = @(D, g) and S' = @(D', g'). If D ç D', S : M/D -> M/D' is the natural epimorphism, g' = Sg, and (m + A,n + B)eS, then m + D = g(n + B), so also m+D'= 8(m + D) = 8g(n + B) = g'(n + B) and (m +
A(b) d(M) = d(M/N) + d(N). (c) cor(M) = cor(M/N) + cor(N). (d) d(A+B) + d(APlB) = d(A) + d(B). (e) cor(A + B) + cor(A Pi B) = cor(A) + cor(B). (f) d(MI(A H B)) + d(M/(A + B)) = d(M/A) + d(M/B).
